use of these courts presents key disadvantages for the goals of accountability. Their physical distance from the victims and the abstract nature of their judgments can render quite small the psychological impact of their rulings. . . . There can also be no guarantee that states will comply with decisions; . . . While it might conceivably be possible to fashion cases involving the adjudication of individual accountability, the courts appear unwilling to act as quasi-criminal tribunals, and their evidentiary practices and capabilities are ill-suited to the task. 7 They are not alone in their pessimism. In the title of a recent book, Sonja Grover dubbed the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) a "pathway to impunity for international crimes." 8 The question of whether the quasi-criminal review of the rights bodies is effective, however, is an empirical question, and empirical studies on the practice of ordering and monitoring national trials are altogether lacking. Indeed, Ratner and colleagues' criticisms seem to overlook the practice. If the regional rights courts succeed in triggering local prosecutions, their objection of the regional courts' "physical distance from the victims" and "abstract" judgments is muted. Further, while it is true that the regional courts will not adjudicate individual accountability, the Inter-American Court has been quite willing to inquire into and review national criminal procedures; in this sense, the Court is taking on a quasi-criminal jurisdiction. Ratner and colleagues also object that there is "no guarantee that states will comply with decisions" of the regional courts. The feature that makes the ICC's complementarity jurisdiction potentially effective in stimulating national prosecution is that the ICC carries a big stick: the threat of opening its own prosecution. For its part the Inter-American Court can only threaten to post on its website yet another compliance report, or to report state recalcitrance to an indifferent Organization of American States (OAS) General Assembly.
9 And yet, states do at times comply with the orders of the regional courts. It is important, in other words, to delve into the record of the rights bodies in order to understand what it is they do and to what avail. That is the work of this article.
It is also sometimes objected that the quasi-criminal jurisdiction of human rights bodies illegitimately expands their mandates. The Inter-American Court and the ECHR monitor state compliance with their respective human rights conventions, which make no mention of international crimes. These courts lack the institutional capacity to adjudge individuals. Even less, it is argued, do they have the legitimate authority to do so. The charge of illegitimacy is particularly sensitive in the Inter-American setting. Latin American states across the political spectrum have called on the OAS to curb the mandate of the Inter-American Commission, 10 and in September 2012, Venezuela removed itself from the jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court by denouncing the American Convention of Human Rights. 11 The incursion of the Inter-American System for Human Rights (IAS) into prosecutorial matters is among these states' complaints. Further, criminal scholars in the region are engaged in a lively debate on the legitimacy of the Inter-American Court's jurisprudence as it relates to criminal doctrine. 12 Insofar as the development of quasi-criminal jurisdiction raises questions of legitimacy, however, it becomes all the more important to understand this practice in action and to assess its outcomes empirically. Further, it is relevant to evaluate the practice not only in the context of the Court's original mandate, as many scholars do, but also in light of the emerging family of international criminal jurisdictions. The argument here is not that international human rights bodies should (or, for that matter, should not) take on criminal jurisdiction. It is, rather, (1) that the regional human rights systems are developing quasi-criminal review, a practice that is accomplishing some of the goals of the international criminal justice system, including fostering prosecution of criminal acts that are international crimes, and (2) as practiced by the regional rights systems, quasi-criminal review presents a complement and, in certain situations, an alternative to the work of the current international and hybrid tribunals. It is precisely the differences between these mechanisms for accountability that make it interesting to view them together.
A study of the rights bodies' quasi-criminal jurisdiction is also made timely by recent events in Africa. The African Union (AU) has announced that it may add criminal jurisdiction to the proposed African Court of Justice and Human Rights. 13 The Court would become the first international forum with the authority to adjudicate matters involving both state responsibility and individual criminal responsibility. Whether or not the project of merged jurisdictions advances, the American and European human rights systems' experience with quasi-criminal 11 See Press Release, OAS General Secretary, OAS General Secretary Communicates Venezuela's Decision to Denounce the American Convention on Human Rights (Sept. 10, 2012), at http://www.oas.org/en/media_center/ press_release.asp?sCodigoϭE-307/12. For the American Convention, see supra note 9. 12 See, e.g., 1 SISTEMA INTERAMERICANO DE jurisdiction should be relevant to the AU as it grapples with the challenge of state-sponsored criminal atrocities in its region. 14 This article proceeds in three parts. Part I presents data on the Inter-American Court's practice of ordering states to prosecute and of monitoring the results. It begins to map, for the first time, how the Court and states interact toward prosecution through the Court's supervisory regime. It then describes the quasi-criminal jurisdiction of the Council of Europe System and that of other human rights bodies. Part II juxtaposes the quasi-criminal review of the rights bodies to the existing family of international criminal justice mechanisms aimed at prosecution of international crimes. Focused on how the international and national justice systems divide the work of prosecution between them, it presents a typology of jurisdictions that includes the quasi-criminal type exemplified by the rights bodies. It closes by analyzing how the ICC can coordinate its work under the doctrine of complementarity with that of the rights bodies' quasi-criminal review. The conclusion suggests further avenues of research.
I. THE QUASI-CRIMINAL JURISDICTION OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS BODIES
OAS members originally modeled the Inter-American Court after its European counterpart, the European Court of Human Rights. 15 Contrasts between the two regions, however, drove divergent evolutionary paths. Whereas the ECHR came of age overseeing a group of well-functioning democracies committed to the rule of law, the Inter-American Court was, from its first contentious case, confronted with mass, state-sponsored violations of fundamental rights. The dynamics of these violations, in which the state itself systematically committed and then concealed crimes against its citizens, came to shape the Inter-American Court's remedial practice. It quickly became apparent that monetary compensation from the very state that was responsible for the crime-and that continued to be complicit in its cover-up-was an inadequate remedy. Not only did it fail to guarantee that the state would desist from the criminal policy at issue, but it did not address the harm. Throughout Latin America, the families of disappeared victims did not take to the streets to demand money. 16 They demanded to know what had happened to their disappeared sons and daughters, and where their remains lay. And they demanded that those responsible for their kidnapping, torture, and death face judgment. Thus, while the ECHR continued to order monetary compensation, the Inter-American Court began to innovate. In 1996, it began ordering states to prosecute individuals for particular violations. 17 Then, it began to supervise those prosecutions closely for their adherence to human rights standards, and to engage the state, victims, and Inter-American Commission in an ongoing dialogue over how to overcome obstacles to prosecution in particular cases. 18 It is the coupling of the Court's use of equitable remedies to order prosecution, on the one hand, with the supervision stage, on the other, that forms the basis of the Court's quasi-criminal jurisdiction.
Other human rights bodies have taken a similar turn. Increasingly, supranational rights bodies are issuing "more specific reparation orders that can include broad changes to law, policy, and practice as guarantees of non-repetition in addition to individual measures of redress."
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Through these remedial orders, the supranational bodies strive both to ensure that victims gain access to adequate reparations at home and, even more ambitiously, to address broader patterns of violations at the structural level. 20 The Committee of Ministers, the Inter-American Commission, and the Human Rights Committee have all adopted the practice of declaring that states must investigate and punish specific acts that amount to international crimes, and of then supervising how well states live up to this demand.
The evolution of the Inter-American Court's remedial and supervisory practices into a quasi-criminal jurisdiction is discussed below, followed by a brief look at the emerging quasi-criminal jurisdiction of the Council of Europe and other rights bodies.
The First Innovation: Prosecution as Equitable Remedy
The Inter-American System for Human Rights of the Organization of American States has two main bodies: the Inter-American Commission, created in 1959, and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, created in 1978. 21 The commission's work includes monitoring states through on-site visits, issuing country reports, and investigating individual petitions. It is also 17 The first time that the Court included an order to prosecute in the operative part of its reparations decision was in El Amparo v. Venezuela the forum of first instance in the IAS individual-petition process. The Commission receives roughly 1500 complaints a year. Once it deems a petition admissible, it investigates the claims and works with the claimant and state toward a friendly settlement. 22 If that fails, the Commission issues a report in which it advises the state to take certain actions. 23 In face of noncompliance, it may refer the case to the Inter-American Court, but only if the noncompliant state has given the Court jurisdiction. 24 While all thirty-five OAS member states are subject to the oversight of the Commission, only twenty-two have granted jurisdiction to the Court. 25 In 2011, the Commission accepted sixty-six petitions for processing, issued five reports on individual petitions (reports on the merits), and referred twenty-three cases to the Court. 26 The Court has both advisory and contentious jurisdiction. 27 Under its contentious jurisdiction, the Court adjudicates the cases referred to it by the Commission. 28 It holds hearings four times a year, in which the state, the victim's representatives, and the Commission appear separately. After ruling on a case, the Court monitors compliance with the ruling. In 2011, the Court issued eighteen rulings in contentious cases and thirty-two compliance reports. remedies and monitoring. 34 The first two contentious cases to reach the Court, decided in 1989, dealt with forced disappearance. 35 In each, the Court declared that Article 1(1) of the American Convention on Human Rights, under which the state must guarantee the rights of the Convention, entailed a duty to investigate and punish. 36 However, even as it declared that states had a duty to prosecute, in its remedial section it ordered only monetary compensation.
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In 1996, the Court began to include, in the operative section of its remedies decisions, orders that the state investigate and punish the underlying crimes. 38 Rather than let the state choose the manner of guaranteeing non-repetition of the violation, the Court demanded specific action. Since then, the Court has decreed prosecutorial action as a remedy in a majority of its cases.
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The doctrine on the state's duty to investigate and punish has expanded and evolved over the years. Although the first cases dealt with forced disappearance and other gross violations, the Court has said that states have a "duty to punish" all individuals responsible for any violation of the Convention. 40 Further, although the initial emphasis was on the duty of the state to respect the rights guaranteed by the American Convention, such as the right to life, the Court also bases its orders to investigate and punish on the American Convention's individual right to a fair trial and right to judicial protection. 41 The emphasis has thus shifted away from a state's general duty to guarantee rights and toward the victim's individual right to have the government investigate and punish. 42 The Court's orders have also become more detailed. It often adds that the prosecutions must be effective and more than "a mere formality." 43 Further, orders can entail a series of discrete actions, both procedural and substantive. In its Myrna Mack v. Guatemala ruling, for example, the Court ordered the state to conduct a criminal investigation of the extrajudicial killing that formed the basis of the complaint. 44 After recounting the (inadequate) steps that the state had already taken in the prosecution, the Court specified how Guatemala needed to proceed. The state was ordered to do all of the following: to investigate, judge, and punish not only all of the material, but also the intellectual, authors of the crime (thereby seeking to extend responsibility 34 beyond the one culprit currently in prison); 45 to prosecute those involved in obstructing the investigation of the underlying crime;
46 to "abstain from resorting to" any legal maneuvers that would block the progress of the prosecution, including amnesty, prescription, res judicata, and other procedural doctrines; 47 to guarantee security to judges, prosecutors, witnesses, and other judicial actors as well as to the victim's family; 48 and to use all means within its reach to speed up the process. 49 In other cases, the Court has demanded that victims be given access to the criminal proceedings and that the state not only investigate for criminal responsibility but also uncover what happened to the victims of forced disappearance and where their remains lie.
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The Second Innovation: Supervision of National Prosecutions
It is common to describe litigation before the Inter-American Court as having three stages: preliminary objections, merits, and reparations. 51 In reality, it would be more accurate to describe it as having two stages. In recent years, the Court has merged the preliminary objections, merits, and reparations phases of litigation into a single hearing: what used to be three distinct sets of arguments are now combined and would best be described as a single phase.
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The implementation of the Court's reparations orders, by contrast, does form a separate stage of litigation. The Court has interpreted its mandate to including supervising the implementation of its rulings, 53 and it remains seized of a case until it deems there has been full compliance with each of its numerous demands, miring it in years of detailed inquiries into the political and legal obstacles to compliance. Because the Court includes the Commission and the victims in the supervisory process, it has become an important phase of litigation before the Court. 54 Further, the Court is investing a growing amount of time and resources in 45 Id., para. 275. 46 Id. 47 Id., para. 276. 48 Id., para. 277. 49 54 Baluarte, supra note 18 (arguing that lawyers need to begin considering the supervision phase as an important part of the litigation before the Inter-American Court, with its own distinct dynamics and constraints). this supervisory phase. Last year, for example, it issued thirty-two compliance reports, 55 and these reports have themselves become more detailed. The Court has also experimented with new forms. In 2008, it began summoning the parties to mandatory closed hearings on the implementation of its orders. 56 In these closed sessions, state actors come face to face with the victims or their representatives, the judges, and the Commission. Now in a less adversarial modality, the Court's judges move the parties toward overcoming obstacles to implementation.
When the Court decrees prosecution as a remedy, it thus opens the way for a proactive review of national prosecutions of international crimes. Three features of the Court's practice of supervising prosecutions are worth noting. The first is that the Court at times delves deeply into criminal process. When the parties to the case-the state, the victims, and the Commissionprovide enough information, the Court is able to explore matters in considerable detail and to make both substantive and procedural demands. The Court's compliance report in La Rochela Massacre v. Colombia provides a useful example. In that case a paramilitary group killed thirteen judicial officials conducting investigations into crimes committed in the Santander department. 57 The Court's reparations ruling of 2007 ordered the state to conduct a more complete criminal investigation. 58 During the supervision stage, the Court found that twenty-one years after the crime and three years after the Court's reparations ruling, the investigation into the case was still not being conducted with due diligence. 59 The following quote illustrates how deeply the Court delves into criminal matters:
60. The information presented to the Court during the procedure to monitor compliance makes it possible to verify that, following the delivery of the Judgment some progress has been made in the investigation before the criminal courts. . . . 61. . . . Even though progress has been made with the investigation and punishment, it is vital that the State continue investigating, with due diligence, in order to determine all those responsible for the La Rochela Massacre. In that respect, it is necessary to remember the seriousness of the crimes committed in this case, which entailed a complex structure of individuals that took part in planning and executing the crime. In the proceeding before the Court, the State itself acknowledged that, at least, forty members of the "Los Masetos" paramilitary group, acting in cooperation and with the acquiescence of State agents, initially detained the fifteen victims of the instant case, who were members of a Judicial Commission (Unidad Móvil de Investigación [Mobile Investigative Unit]) and later committed a massacre against them. As a result of the attack, twelve members of the Judicial Commission were killed and three survived. It leaders of the State security forces. These factors need to be taken into account to assess the number of persons that took part in the massacre and the motive.
. . . .
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. Moreover, according to information submitted to the Court, two people associated with the criminal investigation into the facts of this case and against whom pretrial detention was ordered (supra Considering clause 60(d)) were proposed by the National Government as beneficiaries of the benefits contemplated in Law 975 of 2005 ( Justice and Peace Law) and had made spontaneous declarations. The parties have not informed the Court whether the competent authorities had made any decision determining whether such persons do or do not meet the eligibility requirements for the benefits contemplated in the aforementioned law. However, the Tribunal notes that in these spontaneous declarations, the persons had not provided information related to the case facts . . . . 66. . . . The Court deems it necessary for the State to forward updated and complete information on the criminal proceeding currently underway and those that have yet to begin before the Supreme Court of Justice, covering the observance of the criteria established by the Court regarding the appropriate manner in which to fully and effectively comply with the obligation to investigate, including the criteria mentioned in Considering Clause 62 of this Order. The State must include information related to the preliminary examination statements to be taken, the apprehension orders pending execution, the actions taken in that regard and, if applicable, it must explain the reasons why they were not executed. Also, it must indicate whether the investigation has been referred to the Supreme Court of Justice and the progress made in such investigation and explain on what charge or charges former Lieutenant Luis Enrique Andrade Ortiz is being investigated, taking into account the decision adopted by the Court in its Judgment regarding the violation of the principle of the competent, independent and impartial court [juez natural] which led to an order being passed, in favor of Lieutenant Luis Enrique Andrade Ortiz, to close the case on the homicide charge.
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The Inter-American Court is not a criminal court. Nonetheless, in supervising a prosecution, it tells the state what lines of investigation it must explore; it names individuals who should be investigated; and it suggests analytical connections that should be drawn between cases. This, indeed, is an extension of the Court's mandate into a form of quasi-criminal review.
A second noteworthy feature of the supervision of national prosecutions is that, although the Court's merits and reparations rulings reflect retrospectively on states' violations of the duty to investigate and punish, the supervision stage opens the way for the Court to review prosecutions as they unfold. 61 The Court relies on the government, the Commission, and the victims to monitor and report on the state's prosecution. In this way, the supervision stage constitutes a parallel process through which the Court evaluates the underlying prosecution, and through which the parties critique or defend that same prosecution. Even as the local justice system sits 60 Id., paras. 60 -64 (footnotes omitted). 61 The Court itself has made the following distinction between the phases of adjudication and supervision: "during the monitoring of compliance with the Judgment, the Tribunal's duty is no longer the determination of the facts of the case and the State's potential international responsibility, but instead only the verification of the compliance with the obligations stated in the judgment by the State responsible." Pueblo Bello Massacre v. Colombia, Monitoring Compliance with Judgment, para. 10 (Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. July 9, 2009), at http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/ supervisiones/bello_09_07_09_ing.pdf. in judgment of the alleged perpetrator of international crimes, the Court sits in judgment of the local justice system.
The third noteworthy feature of the supervision phase is that it is dialogic. The Court receives and responds to inputs from all parties. Many scholars of judicial review argue for the importance of a dialogic relation between courts and other state actors.
62 César Rodriguez-Garavito has found that courts achieve greater compliance when they issue weak remedies but then undertake dialogic monitoring in which they set deadlines, hold public hearings in which many actors participate, and issue follow-up decisions that fine-tune orders in response to what courts learn on the ground. 63 The underlying idea is that these practices foster dialogue among public authorities and civil society actors. Positive outcomes of this dialogue can include "unlocking policy processes" and "improving coordination among disconnected state agencies."
64 The Inter-American Court has begun employing each of these dialogic tools in its monitoring phase. As it learns more details of the prosecution through supervision, the Court becomes more specific and realistic as to what, exactly, must be done in order for the state to satisfy the Court's orders and for the victims to be satisfied. The meaning of the remedial orders thus evolve through the back and forth dialogue between parties during the supervision phase.
The Court, then, interprets it mandate to allow it to order, monitor, and guide-in great detail, at random intervals, over an indefinite number of years, and in dialogue with all the litigating parties-the substantive and procedural aspects of national prosecutions as they unfold. Taken together, these features yield a singular phase, quasi-criminal review.
Criticisms of the Inter-American Court's Quasi-criminal Review
This innovation-quasi-criminal review-has not been without critics. 65 It raises several thorny legal and political issues. First, quasi-criminal review arguably represents an illegitimate expansion of the Inter-American Court's mandate. The Court was created to adjudicate the human rights violations of states, not of individuals, and it was not meant to monitor judicial processes as they unfold. Steps toward quasi-criminal review encroach on a terrain that the states have not explicitly delegated to the Inter-American System.
After some initial resistance, states have accepted the evolution of the Court's supervision of compliance with its rulings. 66 However, mere acquiescence to the Court's practice provides a weaker form of legitimacy than would, for example, the ratification of a protocol that explicitly altered the terms of the American Convention. Further, some states still balk at the Court's incursion into their criminal procedural affairs. The compliance reports reveal that Colombia, in particular, pushes back, arguing that the Court does not have the power to second-guess local officials in the legitimate exercise of their discretion: [Colombia] also mentioned that, unless there is an alleged due process violation, this Tribunal is not allowed to analyze in depth and decide on the procedural actions because this is within the scope of the domestic procedure and, in this case, of the prosecutor in charge of the investigation who, according to the information of the court file, shall make the appropriate legal decisions.
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In response, the Court consistently asserts a bright line between a criminal court and a human rights court:
[T]he Court reiterates . . . that it is not a criminal court where the criminal responsibility of individuals can be analyzed, reason for which in this phase it shall not analyze the entire scope of the domestic investigations and processes, but only the degree of compliance with that ordered in the Judgment.
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Such assertions can "ring hollow," 69 however, when the judgment's orders are broad and when the Court's jurisprudence on the duty to punish is not yet developed in such detail as to carefully delineate the boundary between matters that belong to the Court and those that fall within the national officials' legitimate discretion. In truth, as shown by the compliance report quoted above, the Court does at times indicate who should be investigated.
A second line of criticism is that, because these bodies were not designed to supervise national criminal procedures, their capacity to do so is limited. As Ratner and colleagues argue, the Court's "evidentiary practices and capabilities are ill-suited to the task" of investigating individual responsibility. 70 When the Inter-American Court suggests lines of investigation to the Colombian courts, as shown above, 71 one might well wonder if the judges and their staff, based in Costa Rica, have the requisite knowledge of the facts on the ground and local laws to be making such suggestions to actors in the criminal justice system. The Court relies on the Commission, the litigants, and the state for its information. It does not have its own investigative arm. Further, its ability to process and analyze the information that it receives from the parties is increasingly limited as its caseload increases. 72 This limitation became evident last year in a case brought against Colombia. The Court had affirmed a list of victims of the Mapiripán Massacre in order to ascertain whose relatives should be paid reparations. At least one of the alleged victims was later found to be still living. 73 As a Wall Street Journal op-ed argued, such a lapse is more likely when, as in Inter-American Court proceedings, witnesses can file their testimony by affidavit, with no cross-examination. 69 Malarino, supra note 12, at 691. 70 RATNER ET AL., supra note 1, at 257. But the authors also concede that the individual-petition mechanism before the regional courts is more effective. Id. at 258. 71 See supra note 59 and accompanying text. 72 In 2011, for example, the Inter-American Commission referred twenty-two cases to the Court, up from fifteen the previous year. See http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/decisions/cases.asp. Thus, the Court had fewer resources for supervision in 2012. I owe this point to Oscar Parra. 73 One bright line has been drawn: the Court will not itself conduct the investigation and prosecution. In one case, the criminal prosecution stalled at the national level, in part because witnesses were afraid to come forward. Surinam, the defendant state, suggested during the supervision stage that the witnesses be allowed to give their testimony at the Inter-American Court, where their safety would be guaranteed. The Court answered:
In light of the State's proposal that witnesses be interrogated at its seat, the Tribunal reminds the parties that it is not a criminal court in which the criminal responsibility of individuals may be analyzed. The State must be able to fulfill its duties relating to the protection of witnesses subject to its jurisdiction. The Court reiterates that it is the State's responsibility to "provide adequate safety guarantees to [ Unlike the criminal and hybrid tribunals, then, the Court leaves the hands-on work to states.
A third, related criticism, speaks to due process: the Inter-American Court does not give standing to individual criminal defendants, even as its decisions directly affect their rightsand freedom. 76 In a recent compliance report, for example, the Court reasoned that the Peruvian Supreme Court had erred in ruling that a particular crime was not a crime against humanity, but a lesser offense. 77 At stake was the length of the sentence that particular individuals would receive. But these defendants could not appear before the Inter-American Court to make their arguments; only victims, the Commission, and the defendant state have standing. Those concerned with defendants' rights worry that by ruling that statutes of limitations, the doctrine of res judicata, and other procedural safeguards cannot block prosecutions of gross rights violations, the Court enhances the state's power against individual defendants and may undermine due process. 78 Fourth, one might question the efficacy of ordering and monitoring prosecutions from the perspective not of international criminal law, but of human rights law. If the point is not to punish individuals but to curb and improve state behavior, would it not be more effective and politically astute to order structural reform through legislative change? As with the international criminal courts, while some applaud the prohibition of amnesties, others worry that the Court is taking an important negotiating tool off the table when it insists on punishment.
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The prioritization of punishment is neither inevitable nor, as many have argued, always the best response to the many challenges that societies face in the wake of mass atrocities. 78 The debate came to a head in Bulacio v. Argentina, when the Inter-American Court ordered Argentina to reopen, investigate, and punish in a case of torture that the Supreme Court of Argentina had closed because the statute of limitations had run. The Supreme Court duly reopened the case, even as it declared that it disagreed with the Inter-American Court's order. The ruling created controversy among the legal community. See Basch, supra note 12; see also Malarino, supra note 12. 79 For discussions of the Inter-American System and amnesty, see Laplante, supra note 31. See also Binder, supra note 31; Pastor, supra note 12; Gargarella, supra note 12. These four criticisms are important and difficult ones. Insofar as they query the proper ambit of judicial protagonism, they run deep. Should a court adhere to a strict reading of its original mandate or read it as a living document in light of changing circumstances? Can an international court weigh in on a national criminal proceeding without undermining due process rights? How much discretion does a democratic state have to decree an amnesty in the service of peace and stability? These questions are fueling a rich and important debate among Latin American scholars. 80 But insofar as the criticisms speak to the capacity of the rights bodies to effectively accomplish the new tasks that they take on, the criticisms can and should be addressed through empirical research. The next section thus presents an analysis of state responses to the Court's practice of quasi-criminal review.
The Court's Quasi-criminal Jurisdiction in Action
What has the Inter-American Court achieved through its quasi-criminal jurisdiction? No state has ever fully complied with an Inter-American Court order to prosecute and punish for an international crime. 81 The Court's compliance reports nevertheless record the actions that the state has taken that advance it toward completion of a particular order, even when it has not yet fully complied with it. 82 This section examines-in three separate realms-the response of states to Inter-American Court remedial orders in cases involving international crimes: prosecution outcomes, restorative justice, and institutional learning. It is based on original coding of a database that includes 145 rulings and 238 compliance reports.
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Prosecutorial outcomes.There are a total of fifty-one contentious cases in which (1) the InterAmerican Court has ordered the state to conduct a criminal investigation, 84 (2) the underlying state violation of the American Convention can be characterized as an international crime, 85 80 See supra note 12. The article does not directly engage this debate. Its objective is not to justify the Inter-American Court's practice of quasi-criminal review in light of its founding documents. The objective is rather to highlight one aspect of the Court's engagement with state-sponsored crime-quasi-criminal review-and to assess that practice insofar as it presents a complement and possible alternative to existing institutions of criminal law. 81 Castillo Páez v. Peru is the closest that a state has come to fulfilling such an order. While the Court agreed that the state had fulfilled its duty to investigate and punish, it considered that compliance with other remedies was pending. See Castillo Páez v. Peru, Monitoring Compliance with Judgment, para. 10 (Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. Apr. 3, 2009), at http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/supervisiones/castillo_03_04_09_ing.pdf. 82 As Hawkins and Jacoby, supra note 51, argue, partial compliance with Court rulings is the most common modality of states in regional rights systems; little is gained by counting only cases of full compliance with a Court ruling. Using the information provided in the compliance reports, Hawkins and Jacoby qualitatively evaluate partial compliance with a particular type of order. 83 The database was compiled and coded by the author and three research assistants using Nvivo qualitative analysis software and a shared coding protocol. The codes were devised to reveal both what the Court demanded in cases involving international crime, and how, over time, states responded to the Court's demands. The data analyzed are drawn from the Court's own rulings and reports on compliance with its rulings. The Court issued remedies rulings in roughly 107 cases between 1988, its first such ruling, and September 2012. In 68 percent of those cases, it issued orders to launch or complete a criminal investigation. Starting in the 2000s, it also began regularly issuing reports on state compliance with its orders. 84 The group of cases consequently does not include the Court's first contentious cases-in which the Court did not order a prosecution as part of its remedial orders-even if the violations underlying those cases are international crimes. See Velásquez Rodríguez v. Honduras, supra note 35; Godínez Cruz v. Honduras, supra note 35. 85 Thus, the underlying acts be characterized as genocide, crimes against humanity, or war crimes. Only these three crimes are considered here, following the jurisdiction of the main international criminal law tribunals. Of course, only a criminal court could make the final determination of whether the elements of the crime are actually met. But all the cases included demand prosecution for acts that, prima facie, constitute international crimes. For and (3) the Court had issued at least one compliance report by September 2012. 86 Although the cases involve different states and different types of violations, they all had something in common at the moment of the Court's ruling: in each case the criminal investigation of the alleged violation at the national level was stalled or glaringly deficient. In some, the investigation had never gotten past the initial stages: no one had been indicted years after the crime. 87 In others, procedural laws such as amnesties or statutes of limitations blocked the way.
88 In yet others, intellectual authors of the crime had not been investigated even as lower-ranking offenders served time, 89 or arrest warrants had not been issued or executed.
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The compliance reports reveal that in twenty-four of the fifty-one cases, the prosecutions had advanced little or not at all since the rulings came down. 91 Perhaps the state has reported that a case has moved from one court to another or that an actor from the executive has become involved on behalf of the victim, but basically the case is still stalled. In these cases, it seems that the Court's ruling has yielded no change. In one case, for example, the Court wrote that "the violations declared in the instant case remain unpunished, which impunity was noted by the Court in its Judgment on the merits over eight years ago and nearly seventeen years after the incidents." 92 In eighteen of the fifty-one cases, there has been some advancement. For example, a high court may have issued a positive decision that bars the application of the statute of limitations, or it may have annulled a prior ruling, or the courts may be allowing the victims to participate in the penal proceeding. 93 However, things are still moving slowly, and no indictments or convictions have taken place or are set to take place soon. Finally, in nine cases, the path to prosecutions is no longer obstructed. 94 95 In these cases, the state is fulfilling its duty under the American Convention to prosecute and punish, but the Court continues to monitor because it remains seized of its cases until the remedy is fully implemented.
The compliance reports also reveal that, following orders to prosecute and punish issued by the Inter-American Court in fifty-one cases, at least thirty-nine convictions have come down in fifteen separate cases 96 (see Table 1 ). These convictions took place after the Inter-American The Tribunal values the information furnished by the State, inasmuch as it shows the intention to comply with its international obligations to investigate and punish the (sic) responsible for the human rights violations declared in the instant case. As a result, the Tribunal declares that the State has made significant progress in the compliance with this measure of reparation and waits for updated information on the proceedings pending resolution.
Court's order. Note that of the fifteen cases, not all were coded as having experienced substantial advancement. In other words, some cases have had convictions even as other aspects of the investigations continue to be stalled or deficient.
From one perspective, perhaps juxtaposed to the goal of ending impunity, these outcomes are not impressive. Out of fifty-one cases in which the Inter-American Court has given orders to investigate and punish for international crimes, there have been convictions in only fifteen. Further, in most of the cases in which the state has reached one or more convictions, more indictments and sentences are still due to be entered. Often, those remaining to be sentenced are the intellectual authors of the crimes-those who directed and led the crimes, but who hold social power, rather than those who carried them out. It is also true that in some cases, the convictions were for lesser crimes than what the court thought appropriate. 112 Finally, most of the thirty-nine convictions came slowly: an average of five years elapsed between the reparations rulings ordering prosecution and the compliance reports that first records the convictions.
When juxtaposed to the reality, as opposed to the aspirations, of international criminal law, however, the outcomes appear noteworthy. Colombia, Guatemala, and Peru, the states with most cases before the Inter-American Court, are also states where impunity is a dramatic, generalized problem. Any sentence in Guatemala is rare. 113 And cases of state atrocity, many of which involve the actions of powerful figures while holding office, are especially difficult to prosecute. Even where there has been a transition in government, as in Guatemala, many of those implicated still belong to powerful networks able to thwart well-intentioned prosecutors and judges.
114 Such cases rarely reach sentencing even in disciplined rule-of-law states. Indeed, as noted earlier, the results of the Inter-American Court are comparable to those of the ICC and ICTY, particularly if we take into consideration the vastly larger budgets of these two other tribunals. 115 One difficulty in assessing the impact on states of the Inter-American Court's orders is that of proving causation. Although the state actions in question occur later than the Court orders in question, are they merely subsequent in time or are the states actually acting in obedience to the Court? In some instances, it is evident from the narrative in the compliance report that the state action is a direct response to the Court's ruling. Further, it is a prerequisite to petitioning the IAS that local judicial options first be exhausted; thus, we can assume in cases of state-sponsored atrocities that prosecution at the national level was blocked before the InterAmerican Court ruling came down. Nonetheless, one cannot assume that a prosecution that came after a remedial order to prosecute was caused primarily by the Court's order, especially when the supervision phase has dragged on for years. Overcoming impunity is a complex social process, and diverse pressures may come into play, influencing states' willingness and capacity to prosecute. Incredibly, the death rate in Guatemala is now higher than it was for much of the civil war. And there is almost absolute impunity: ninety-seven per cent of homicides remain unsolved, the killers free to kill again. In 2007, a U.N. official declared, "Guatemala is a good place to commit a murder, because you will almost certainly get away with it."
114 On the Inter-American Court's difficulty in securing national prosecution for such crimes, see Huneeus, supra note 39 (arguing that the Court needs to establish closer ties to national justice systems, even while acknowledging the difficulty of such prosecutions going forward).
115 For information on these tribunals' records of convictions and their budgets, see supra notes 4 and 5, respectively, and accompanying text. See part II for a further, more detailed comparison of the Inter-American Court to other courts. 116 Indeed, a rich scholarly literature explores the factors that influence some states, but not others, to prosecute for the crimes of repressive governments. interventions have spurred prosecutorial actions that would not otherwise have taken place.
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A similar problem arises in evaluating the effects of the international criminal tribunals. Although we know that the prosecutions conducted by the ICTY or the Special Court for Sierra Leone are a direct product of the actions of those tribunals, we do not know whether, over time, the national courts would have prosecuted if the international courts had not taken over the case. Even without quantitative analysis, however, the record suggests that the Court's contributions are real and that its rulings and monitoring are an effective complement to the work of the international and hybrid criminal tribunals.
Other outcomes: Institutional learning.The prosecutorial outcomes discussed above speak to criminal law's core mission of retribution-the aspiration that "the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole must not go unpunished."
118 However, the objectives ascribed to international criminal institutions go beyond retribution. One further goal of the international community is to repair or reform the criminal justice systems of the affected states, thereby enabling those states both to undertake prosecutions themselves and, more generally, to restore the rule of law. When Luis Moreno Ocampo began his term as the first prosecutor to the ICC, he declared that the ultimate marker of its success would be an empty docket: "the absence of trials before this Court, as a consequence of the regular functioning of national institutions, would be a major success." 119 The hybrid tribunals are, in particular, touted as improving national justice systems because national actors learn by working in partnership with international actors.
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Both the Inter-American and European regional rights systems could also be described as engaged in building the capacity of local justice systems. They are triggered into action only when domestic systems do not provide adequate remedies, and in this sense they are subsidiary. But they also proactively foster structural changes to enhance the ability of domestic systems to provide adequate remedies. The ECHR has taken on many cases having to do with excessive judicial delay, demanding that states provide more expedited procedures.
121 Likewise, the Inter-American Court has ordered several states to curtail and otherwise reform their military 117 We need both quantitative and qualitative studies that compare across cases. Note, however, that several case studies already highlight the role of the Inter-American System in fostering accountability. justice systems, mostly through legislation. Further, it frequently orders states to ensure that justice-system actors take courses in human rights; in a recent case, for example, it declared that "this Tribunal considers it important to strengthen the institutional capacities of the State of Mexico, through the training of public officials." 122 The Inter-American System has also taken on a special role in preserving judicial independence: there is a line of cases in which judges have appealed to the IAS as a way to denounce illegitimate political intrusion. 123 The IAS's supervision of individual prosecutions thus comes hand in hand with its supervision or other reform-oriented measures, including orders to reform entire judicial systems through legislation.
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The Inter-American Court's quasi-criminal review yields reform not just because it is accompanied by more general structural reform orders, however, but also because the supervision stage is itself is a teaching opportunity. Through supervision the Court keeps open a dialogue with the state on the obstacles to compliance, and it offers suggestions on how to overcome them, while pressuring state actors to do so. Indeed, the compliance reports reveal many instances in which national justice systems adapt laws and working methods to enable prosecutions to move forward. In the wake of orders from the Court, national judges have reinterpreted laws in ways that facilitate prosecution of international crimes. High courts in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala, and Peru, for example, have ruled that the Court's orders are self-executing and therefore trump procedural law. 125 Other courts have ruled that statutes of limitations do not apply to the prosecution of acts that can be classified as crimes against humanity. These interpretations then leave their mark on the legal system, paving the way for the Inter-American Court-mandated prosecutions to move forward in subsequent cases. At the urging of the Court, states have also created special working groups to oversee the implementation of its orders and to change national penal codes to facilitate the prosecution of crimes for which the Court has mandated prosecution. 126 The Court has been especially active in pushing states to meet their obligations under the Inter-American Convention on the Forced Disappearance of Persons, through which states take on the obligation to codify the crime of forced disappearance, within specific parameters.
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Other outcomes: Restorative justice. Conceptually, transitional justice, or "the particular form of justice required by a society's move from a state where international crimes are committed to one where they are no longer," 128 is broader than the retributive justice that animates criminal law. But increasingly, the international and hybrid courts are expected to keep this broader sense of justice in sight. Frédéric Mégret argues that the ICC, under the doctrine of complementarity, could monitor not only judicial responses, but other kinds of state undertakings in response to mass atrocities, such as holding truth commissions, 129 and that it could order states to erect memorials and to undertake other public acts.
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Should the ICC choose to stretch its mandate in this direction, the Inter-American Court's practice could provide a model. 131 Drawing on its well-established use of equitable remedies, the Inter-American Court typically pairs retributive justice with other transitional justice measures, tailoring its orders to a postconflict society's multifold needs. Along with ordering prosecutions, the Court orders remedies that seek rehabilitation of the victims and, more generally, both the construction of a historical record and societal acknowledgement of the crimes. To this end, it has ordered states to enhance victim participation in the criminal proceedings, to continue the search for victims of forced disappearance, to apologize officially to victims and 126 For example, in a report on compliance with Bámaca Velásquez v. Guatemala, the Court wrote that Guatemala created a roundtable on human rights (Mesa de derechos humanos) in which different state actors, including the judiciary, the public ministry, and the human rights institution, took part. The roundtable selected four cases, including Bámaca, in which there was evidence of structural impunity (impunidad procesal). Their objective was to analyze and identify how the justice system worked-or failed-through analysis of these paradigmatic cases. The their relatives, and to construct memorials, among other remedies. 132 It has been creative in ordering states to conduct rituals of remembrance, such as to construct shrines and memorials, and to hold public ceremonies in which states officially apologize to the victims.
Though aimed at retribution, the orders to prosecute and their supervision also have a restorative-justice dimension. Because of the structure of the individual-petition system, the human rights bodies provide victims an important, participatory role in the international proceedings. 133 The Court further enhances the role of victims by ordering that they be kept abreast of the prosecution as it unfolds. 134 The Court typically orders states to publish its rulings in major newspapers or even to broadcast them over the radio in the native languages of the victims. Perhaps most significantly, the trial of former high-ranking officials can have an important educative effect, moving society as a whole toward a different understanding of the past.
The compliance reports do not measure whether victims and society are more reconciled or made whole or somehow bettered by such measures. We do know, however, that in this area of reparations, state compliance is 44 percent: in almost half the cases, the states implement the reparative measures. 135 Note that in these types of orders, as in orders for monetary compensation, causation is easier to trace because the orders are so specific. When Guatemala named a school after the child victims in the Villagrán-Morales v. Guatemala case, 136 just as when Surinam broadcast in the Saramaka language the ruling of the Court, 137 there was little doubt that these state actions were a direct outcome of the Court's orders.
By coupling its creative remedial orders and ongoing supervision of compliance, then, the Inter-American Court has forged a unique, quasi-criminal jurisdiction. Further, it has used this practice to achieve the kind of outcomes toward which the international and hybrid tribunals also strive: retribution, restorative justice, and justice-sector reform. More empirical work is needed, but the compliance reports suggest that states under the contentious jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court do alter their prosecutorial practices and enhance their processes of contending with a conflictive, violent past.
The Council of Europe Develops Quasi-criminal Review
The European human rights system has also embarked on a type of quasi-criminal review. As the Council of Europe rights system expanded after the Cold War, it began to include states where, as in Latin America during the 1970s and 1980s, the governments themselves committed crimes against citizens and then failed to prosecute. The ECHR has issued rulings in over 115 cases relating to abuses that took place during the Chechnya conflict in 1999 -2003, 132 Id. 133 including forced disappearance and other war crimes. In these cases, the ECHR has refused to order states to prosecute. 138 The ECHR's remedial practice is more deferential to states than that of the Inter-American Court: it views its rulings as "declaratory" and typically demands financial compensation of the victim, but allows states to choose the means of bringing their practices into compliance with the European Convention. 139 However, under the Council of Europe system, the ECHR does not supervise compliance with its rulings. Rather, the Committee of Ministers is charged with declaring when a state has complied with an ECHR ruling and with closing the case. Interestingly, the COM has begun engaging in quasi-criminal review, the ECHR's deferential position notwithstanding. 140 In its supervision of the Chechnya cases, the COM has declared that successful prosecution of individual cases is prerequisite to a finding that Russia has complied with its obligation to ensure effective remedies pursuant to the ECHR's rulings. In reviewing compliance in Kashiyev v. Russia, for example, it wrote: "The Committee of Ministers' examination is presently focused on the state of domestic investigations carried out following the judgments of the European Court . . . . It has been emphasised that the effectiveness of general measures adopted so far will very much depend on the results achieved in the concrete cases."
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The May 2010 report by COM deputies sets out the problems with the investigations conducted in the Chechnya cases following an ECHR ruling, noting lapses in lines of investigation and other structural problems impeding prosecution. 142 And in June 2011, for example, another report by the deputies noted the "lack of co-operation by different law-enforcement agencies in dealing with the prosecutor's requests" and asked Russia to report on whether "the issue of responsibility of superior officers was examined by the investigators."
143 So far, Russia has not been deemed compliant in any of the Chechnya cases. Like the Latin American states, 138 it has paid just compensation to the victims but has failed to investigate. 144 Human Rights Watch concluded in 2009 that Russia "has failed to meaningfully implement the core of the judgments: it has failed to ensure effective investigations and hold perpetrators accountable." 145 The COM has expressed "deep concern at the lack of any conclusive results in the investigations, in particular in those cases in which members of the security forces may have been involved. 146 As in the Inter-American setting, however, a close reading of the supervision memorandums reveals that Russia has made some adjustments. In 2008, Russia set up a Special Investigating Unit "for the investigation of cases which gave rise to applications to the European Court" and a Special Supervising Unit, which meets weekly to discuss the course of these investigations. 147 The COM deputies' May 2010 report noted: "The setting-up of such a mechanism appears to be a positive development in finding concrete solutions concerning individual measures required by these judgments." 148 The outcome of a successful investigation still eludes, but Russia has taken steps that move it closer to prosecution-albeit slowly, and perhaps only on paper. 149 The COM, then, has moved toward the practice of quasi-criminal review. First, it made success in individual prosecution prerequisite to a finding of compliance with the general measures demanded by the ECHR. Then, it began supervising individual prosecutions, at times in some detail, aiming to influence their course and taking note of particular lines of investigation and institutional innovations as they unfold. Many commentators have criticized the ECHR and the COM as too timid in their dealings with international crime. 150 Even as Latin American scholars attack the Inter-American Court for unduly interfering in criminal matters, many European scholars urge the Council of Europe system to study the experience of the InterAmerican Court and to move further in its direction. 151 However, important differences between the two systems' approaches are likely to persist. Formally, COM reports are not binding in the same way as court decrees, and it is unlikely that the ECHR will alter its self-understanding and begin to order states to conduct prosecutions. Further, since the COM is more deferential to states and has many more cases within its purview than does the Inter-American Court, it is unlikely to supervise individual prosecutions as carefully. The upshot is that Russia will continue, de facto, to have considerable leeway in the Chechnya cases.
Other Supranational Rights Bodies
Beyond the human rights courts, other human rights bodies that receive individual petitions can likewise both urge states to undertake prosecutions and monitor state compliance. The Inter-American Commission, in particular, developed a practice-in conjunction with that of the Inter-American Court-of imposing equitable reparatory measures and monitoring their implementation. When the Commission publishes a report on the merits, it often includes a recommendation that states prosecute. It then monitors whether the state has complied with the recommendation. 152 In its 2010 Annual Report, the Commission reported on the supervision of 143 cases. 153 Of these, 88 included recommendations to states that they investigate and punish. Indeed, since the Commission decides which cases to refer to the Inter-American Court, and since it accompanies each referral with recommendations as to what the state ought to do, the Commission could be considered as the first phase in the Court's quasi-criminal review process.
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At the universal, as opposed to regional, level, five of the bodies that monitor major human rights treaties also have the power to receive, and to make their views known on, individual communications alleging state violations. 155 At least two of these bodies have adopted a practice of quasi-criminal review. In its 2011 Annual Report, the Human Rights Committee, which monitors implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, reported that it issued 151 Views on individual cases, and it included its supervision of fiftythree cases in which it had issued a view. Of these, twenty-eight included recommendations that the state investigate and punish. 156 The Committee Against Torture has also issued decisions on individual cases, declaring that the state must investigate and punish for the underlying crime, although its orders are declaratory, and the supervision of these decisions is not public.
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The differences between the work of these rights bodies and the Inter-American Court are worth noting. Whereas the practices of the Inter-American Commission, the COM, and the Human Rights Committee resemble those of the Inter-American Court, their rulings do not have the same binding legal status as court opinions, and their supervision of the implementation of their opinions is not as detailed or extensive as that of the Inter-American Court.
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In this sense, they practice a weak form of quasi-criminal review. 159 Nonetheless, the main contours are the same: they issue orders to investigate and punish in particular cases, and they supervise (at least in some incipient form) the implementation of the orders. Given the human rights bodies' move toward more individual communications, more specific reparatory rulings, and supervision of state compliance, the practice of this weaker form of quasi-criminal review will likely grow. 160 Having brought to light the phenomenon of quasi-criminal jurisdiction, the analysis now turns to evaluating its potential contribution to the mix of mechanisms most frequently considered in discussions of judicial responses to atrocity crimes: the international criminal and hybrid courts, and the use of universal jurisdiction by national courts. Through juxtaposition, the potential of quasi-criminal jurisdiction as a partner and, at times, alternative to the other options begins to emerge.
II. QUASI-CRIMINAL JURISDICTION AND THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS
Formally speaking, criminal courts aim to investigate crime and assign responsibility. In reality, criminal justice is a complex, polysemous phenomenon. Those who design, fund, participate in, observe, and act as audience to the international criminal courts do so for different purposes and under varied understandings of justice. The courts aim not only to punish the guilty, but also to help stricken societies return to peace, stability, and the rule of law; 161 to demonstrate that the international community will not tolerate certain acts; 162 to deter future offenders;
163 to help individual victims recover; 164 to develop a body of international law, 165 and to uncover facts and develop a narrative of the events that took place. 166 No single institution could possibly deliver on so ambitious and diverse a range of goals. "In the struggle against impunity . . . , there is no single panacea available. One has to rely skilfully upon a host 158 The Committee Against Torture does not publish the results of its supervision, and the Human Rights Committee does not report on what the state has done or not done, but rather reiterates the state's obligation to investigate and punish. 159 See TUSHNET, supra note 62 (defining the difference between weak-form and strong-form judicial review). 160 See McGregor, supra note 19. 161 The preamble to the Security Council resolution establishing the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia reads as follows: "Convinced that in the particular circumstances of the former Yugoslavia the establishment as an ad hoc measure by the Council of an international tribunal and the prosecution of persons responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian law would . . . contribute to the restoration and maintenance of peace." SC Res. 827 (May 25, 1993 of possible options, using each of them to suit best the historical, social, and legal conditions of each individual situation." 167 
A Typology of Jurisdictions
The international judicial mechanisms for criminal accountability created since the Cold War's end establish different types of relationships between the international or extraterritorial court, on the one hand, and the affected state and its justice system, on the other. The jurisdictional relationship is salient because these mechanisms are created not to replace, but rather to coexist and interact with, and ultimately even improve, the local justice system. These jurisdictional relationships can be usefully categorized into three main types: direct criminal jurisdiction, shared or hybrid criminal jurisdiction, and quasi-criminal jurisdiction. 168 
Direct Criminal Jurisdiction
The first type, direct criminal jurisdiction, refers to the legal authority to single-handedly open and conduct a prosecution from abroad, with or without consent of the state where the crime took place. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and the ICTY exemplify direct criminal jurisdiction. 169 They have jurisdiction that is concurrent to, and has primacy over, that of national courts. If one of these ad hoc tribunal claims a case, the national justice system must yield jurisdiction, other jurisdictional claims notwithstanding. 170 Once seized of the case, the international court relies on the national system for many tasks-most notably, to identify, apprehend, and surrender suspects, to collect documents, and to take testimony. Pursuant to a UN Security Council Resolution, states are bound to comply with the tribunals' orders.
171 National justice systems are thus cast as auxiliary. The international tribunal sets the prosecution strategy for particular cases; national justice systems have a duty to assist with the prosecutorial tasks dictated from above. 168 One could also categorize the mechanisms by whether they were created pursuant to a Security Council resolution, a UN treaty, or interstate treaty. Others have focused on the more technical terms of their jurisdiction (primacy versus complementarity). The relation with national systems seems more relevant here and more suited to bringing out the contrasts between the rights bodies and the other systems. To clarify the Tribunal's supremacy over national authorities, Rule 59 establishes that failure to execute an arrest warrant within a reasonable time period may result in a prompt report of the matter to the U.N. Security
The International Criminal Court, a creature of interstate treaty rather than Security Council fiat, has a more deferential relation to states. 173 Under the complementarity doctrine of Article 17 of the Rome Statute, the ICC can determine that a case is admissible only when the state "is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution."
174 That means that the state has priority: if it prosecutes, the ICC is barred from intervening. The catch, however, is that the treaty empowers the ICC itself to make the determination of whether the local prosecution passes muster. Once the ICC does decide that the state is unable or unwilling to prosecute, the regime becomes much like that of the ad hoc tribunals. The ICC conducts the particular prosecutions, and the state justice system has a duty to yield jurisdiction and cooperate with the investigatory tasks that the ICC demands of it. 175 It might be objected that, because of complementarity, the ICC overall has a different working relation with the state than do the ad hoc tribunals. However, a single court or mechanism for accountability may have more than one jurisdictional mode. The assertion here is that, once the ICC opens an investigation, it switches into a relation best described as direct jurisdiction.
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A final, if weaker, example of direct jurisdiction is that exercised by national courts claiming-under customary international law-universal jurisdiction for genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes. 177 Since the court that takes jurisdiction is created by national law, the mechanism involved is not, strictly speaking, an international one. However, these courts, too, claim the authority to open and conduct prosecutions from abroad. They rely on authority granted by a system of interstate treaties to require the affected states to cooperate with letters rogatory, extradition requests, and the like. 178 Once the prosecution begins, the national justice systems of the states where the crimes took place are formally relegated to the role of auxiliary: they have a duty under international treaties to extradite suspects and to carry out investigatory tasks to assist the foreign courts' prosecutions. Like the ICC, however, these courts must defer to local prosecution. 179 The important difference is that in the use of universal Council. These provisions appear dramatically interventionist, making it more appropriate to characterize this part of the Tribunal's jurisdiction not as concurrent with, but superior to, the national jurisdiction of states. 175 But the ICC's regime of cooperation is more deferential than that of the ad hoc tribunals. See CASSESE, supra note 85, at 346 -51. Further, some argue that the doctrine of complementarity opens the door to a more cooperative relation with national justice systems. The ICC could use the threat of prosecution to spur national justice systems to action, monitoring their progress over time. 176 One might still object that if the state began actively to prosecute, the ICC could change its assessment and suspend its own direct prosecutorial work. But this is only to say that the ICC can opt back into the complementarity mode. 177 The most famous examples are the prosecution of Adolf Eichmann by Israel and the prosecution of General Augusto Pinochet opened by Spanish investigating magistrate Garzón in 1996. When Garzón opened the case, he did so under passive personality jurisdiction, investigating the forced disappearance and killing of Spanish citizens by the Pinochet regime. He later broadened the investigation, relying on universal jurisdiction. See David Sugarman, From Unimaginable to Possible: Spain, Pinochet and the Judicialization of Power, 3 J. SPANISH CULTURAL STUD. 107, 110 (2002) . 178 For a comparison of this system to that eventually adopted by the criminal tribunals, see CASSESE, supra note 85, at 346 -51. 179 Id.
jurisdiction, local courts are the ones to decide if the local prosecution renders the foreign prosecution redundant.
Hybrid Criminal Jurisdiction
The second type is hybrid criminal jurisdiction, wherein international actors and the state justice system prosecute as partners. Authority is rooted at least partly in the consent of the affected state to prosecute, in situ, with significant participation of the local justice system. The resulting court is of mixed origin: "both the institutional apparatus and the applicable law consist of a blend of the international and the domestic."
180 Such courts draw on domestic and international law, are staffed and led by actors from both the domestic and international law justice systems, and use domestic and international resources to prosecute and try international crimes. While these institutions may have formal primacy over other institutions within the national system, the state's participation as an equal partner changes the fundamental nature of the national-international relation. These courts rely on the local justice system for prosecutorial tasks, but the local actors are also part of the system, working side by side with international actors.
The international community has participated in the creation of five hybrid tribunals to prosecute international crimes. 181 Each is uniquely structured, so that the national and international elements are differently distributed across the models. They share, however, the animating principle that a prosecutorial process that is embedded nationally will more effectively engage and reflect the interests of local communities, and thus have a greater impact. In particular, that process will engage and empower local justice system actors. The Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia, for example, represents an international effort to work toward prosecution of Khmer Rouge-era crimes from within the national justice system. Each of its three judicial chambers comprises a mix of international and national judges. The Supreme Court Chamber seats three Cambodian and two international judges, but a guilty verdict requires a super-majority of four votes. 
Quasi-criminal Jurisdiction
The two types of relations between international and national justice systems sketched above will appear familiar to scholars of international criminal law. In one, national justice systems are cast as auxiliary while the international takes over, in a hands-on way, the prosecution. In the other, the international and national work hand in hand as partners toward prosecution. The relative merits of these two jurisdictional types have generated much scholarly debate, as has the question of how to fuse the best features of each in a single mechanism.
183 Quasi-criminal jurisdiction is a third type of relation between international bodies and local justice systems working toward prosecution. In this type, the actual work of conducting the prosecution and trial falls entirely to the national system. National justice systems are cast as the main protagonists, but the international body decrees and then closely monitors the prosecution. As in hybrid jurisdiction, all trials take place close to home, and the national justice system plays a primary role. As in direct jurisdiction, the international tribunal stands at a geographical and hierarchical distance from the local proceedings. In contrast to both, the international body does not itself conduct prosecutorial tasks. Rather, it monitors and guides the proceedings at a remove.
The relation between the state and the international court described by quasi-criminal jurisdiction encompasses the practice of positive, or proactive, complementarity that some advocate for the ICC. 184 Complementarity was meant to be a form of deference to sovereignty: states with working justice systems can keep the ICC at bay by opting to prosecute. 185 But the flip side of complementarity is that it puts the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) in the position of supervising whether local prosecutions are taking place and, more intrusively, of assessing whether they meet a vaguely articulated standard. Many scholars and, indeed, Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo himself have argued that the OTP should interpret complementarity to allow it to pressure states proactively toward prosecution, threatening to file a case if the states do not undertake certain actions. Under such an approach, the OTP would closely review local justice system decisions over a period of years and exert pressure toward particular procedural standards. Emphasizing that the OTP should engage states dialogically, William Burke-White offers the following description of proactive complementarity:
By watching domestic proceedings and issuing public statements when necessary, the OTP and its partners may be able to provide ongoing pressure to ensure that domestic investigations and prosecutions meet basic standards of due process and represent genuine efforts to bring the accused to justice. Such monitoring may also be able to draw a state's attention to inadvertent inadequacies in its domestic processes at a stage when reform or 183 See, e.g., Dickinson, supra note 120; Raub, supra note 181; Stuart adjustment is still possible. Taken collectively, these tactics offer a promising means of catalyzing domestic prosecutions by at least some initially unwilling states.
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The quasi-criminal review of the Inter-American Court and the Council of Europe are also examples. As discussed above, the Inter-American Court typically decrees prosecutions to take place as a form of remedy for human rights violations that amount to international crimes. It then monitors compliance with these orders over years and even decades. Through compliance reports, it keeps apace of the prosecutions and is able to highlight shortcomings, and to issue orders and offer suggestions to overcome them. A key feature of this review is that it is dialogic: the supervising court receives the input of the state, the victims, and other actors on the progress of the prosecutions, and then makes suggestions and gives new orders in light of that information. The Inter-American Commission and the Committee of Ministers and the InterAmerican Commission each exercises a softer form of the same practice; unlike the orders to prosecute issued by the Inter-American Court, their orders do not have the legal force of binding decrees. Quasi-criminal review, then, offers the possibility of a different kind of relation between the international community and the national justice system. It is a jurisdictional relation that will likely take on greater importance as the ICC identifies more situations in states, such as Colombia and Kenya, that have justice systems that are able, and claim to be willing, to prosecute the crimes in question.
Comparing the Jurisdictional Types
Having distilled the types, we now turn to their comparison. In light of the manifold goals of the international community in prosecution, three sets of features emerge as salient: (1) holding prosecutions locally, where the crimes took place and where the affected communities reside; (2) ensuring autonomy from the state's government; and (3) involvement in the prosecution and trial by international institutions and actors (see Table 2 ).
The Virtue of Local Prosecution and Trial
Juxtaposed to direct jurisdiction, hybrid and quasi-criminal jurisdiction share an important feature: their trails take place in situ. Studies of the ad hoc tribunals show that the experience of justice is less rich and meaningful when the prosecutions are directed from, and the trials take place, abroad. In many instances of international trials, locals have known little about them, understood them less, and even experienced them as foreign impositions.
187 Local trials can be Hybrid and quasi-criminal jurisdiction both offer the advantage of physical proximity. Prosecutions that result from quasi-criminal jurisdiction, however, are local across more dimensions. Note that the virtue of local prosecution and trial is a matter not only of geographyproximity to the scene of the crime and those most directly affected by it-but also of using local legal institutions, local officials, and even local laws. Under quasi-criminal review the prosecution takes place under a familiar, autochthonous process and law, conducted by actors entirely drawn from local society. It is true that the national justice system is being pressured-by foreign interests-to reform and adapt its working methods. New institutions might emerge, and laws may be reinterpreted. But such changes occur within an existing system. By contrast, each hybrid court is novel, embodying a sui generis mix of local and national law, actors, and institutions. Each presents an extraordinary institution that is unfamiliar to local communities and that requires interpretation.
Local prosecutions are also touted as having a greater teaching effect. Through them, state officials learn about international criminal law and how to investigate and prosecute atrocities. The hybrid scenario, in which international officials work side by side with locals, provides a path to improved local practices. Laura Dickinson stresses the importance of the exchange of norms between international and national actors:
188 the international actors introduce their local partners to a new judicial culture and new working practices. Nevertheless, the hybrid tribunals' status as sui generis and extraordinary can undermine their influence. One study notes that working methods of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia could not be replicated by the ordinary Cambodian justice system because "the Ministry of Justice has 1% of the ECCC's budget to run 25 courts in the country and it is difficult to envision how replicating practices such as computerized case management could be transferred." 189 In Bosnia, while the War Crimes Chamber has helped strengthen the judiciary, "such impact is diminished by the fact that it is seen as a very specialized court with its own competences and therefore unable to interact on a day-to-day basis with the rest of the judicial domestic system."
190 By contrast, prosecutions pursuant to quasi-criminal review take place within the regular justice system, under international review but without international participants. In order for the prosecution to take place at all, the local system must adapt and change, but it does so within its means, in ways that make sense to the local actors, and in light of the local culture and economy, albeit under the review of a foreign body. When such local prosecutions succeed, they have the advantage of catalyzing local change and demonstrating that the local justice system is able to work on its own terms.
Local also refers to the source of funding. Under direct jurisdiction the cost falls entirely to the international court; in the hybrid scenario, the international community shares the costs of prosecution with the state. Trials triggered by quasi-criminal review, by contrast, are entirely paid for by the state. The international community pays only the cost of the supervision. Moreover, local trials are cheaper, regardless of who pays. Off-shore courts incur many costs simply by virtue of their distance.
191 But even where international or internationalized trials are nationally based, they will be costlier. 192 Those that have taken place in the post-Cold War era focus on problems in developing countries in which the salaries of local officials are significantly lower than the salaries of international civil servants. Thus, the more international actors involved, the costlier the trial. Further, international due process is not cheap: international and internationalized institutions must live up to standards that significantly raise costs. 193 Finally, in the case of the ad hoc and hybrid tribunals, in each situation either an entire institution must be constructed from the ground up (as with ad hoc tribunals) or the NATIONAL COURTS 9 (2011) , available at http://www.cfr.org/internationalcriminal-courts-and-tribunals/justice-beyond-hague/p25119 (arguing that the hybrid tribunals "have uneven records integrating into domestic systems, typically not triggering broader reconstruction of law enforcement and judicial institutions") 191 Distance is a persistent hindrance to the work of off-shore criminal courts. The evidence and witnesses mostly reside where the crimes took place, which makes prosecution more expensive. 192 Although the hybrid tribunals were meant to be more cost-effective, they have not necessarily been so. See Ford, supra note 183, at 15 (footnote omitted):
[C]omparing the ICTY to the SCSL indicates that the ICTY will cost eight times as much as the SCSL, but will try ten times as many suspects and do it in only twice as much time. A similar comparison to the [Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia] indicates that the ICTY will cost a little more than six times as much as the ECCC but will try more than 15 times as many people and do it in only twice as much time. These numbers indicate that the hybrid tribunals may be cheaper than the ad hoc tribunals but they are also less efficient. comparisons, it does suggest that quasi-criminal review is an accessible means of fostering prosecution of international crimes. 200 
The Virtue of Autonomy from the State
The distinctive trait and virtue of hybrid criminal jurisdiction is that it conjoins national and international actors and law. It can also be advantageous, however, to keep international and national jurisdictions separate, for it provides greater autonomy from the state. Using direct jurisdiction, the UN Security Council can establish a criminal tribunal to prosecute actions by or in a state that has never agreed, through participation in a treaty or otherwise, to such intervention. For the quasi-criminal jurisdiction associated with the Inter-American or Council of Europe scenario, states must be party to the respective human rights conventions. But once they ratify or accede, participation in a particular case or set of cases is not optional, 201 thereby allowing the international community to become involved even when governments oppose prosecution.
202 By contrast, for hybrid jurisdiction to be possible, the state must consent to the scope of the particular cases to be prosecuted, 203 with the consequence that the government might try to tailor prosecutions to fit its own political interests, as some argue Cambodia has done in the ECCC proceedings.
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A fully international court, moreover, arguably has greater potential to create a coherent jurisprudence independent of particular state interests. The models of direct and quasi-criminal jurisdiction are structured such that they keep the national and international bodies of criminal law distinct: the prosecutions that take place under the former are clearly governed by international law, and those under the latter, by national criminal law. With hybrid courts, however, each works independently and is embedded within different national systemswhich potentially adds to the fragmentation of international criminal law. 205 More problematically, these courts' admixture of national and international norms, particularly if influenced 200 One might object that the comparison should not be of convictions but of the number of completed prosecutions. A finding of innocence or an acquittal is also an important outcome. However, if the point of the courts is accountability for crimes committed by many, the conviction rate is also an important measure. 201 As Peru learned the hard way. See Karen C. Sokol, Case Report: Ivcher Bronstein; Constitutional Tribunal, 95 AJIL 178 (2001) (on Peru's attempt to withdraw from the Court's jurisdiction in a particular case, and the Court's denial of this possibility). 202 In terms of actually completing a prosecution, the international criminal tribunals have more autonomy than the rights bodies using quasi-criminal review. Indeed, some view the ICC as an instrument of specific deterrence with the potential to deter crimes of heads of state in the midst of armed conflict. Whether the ICC has this deterrent effect, however, is still uncertain. by national politics, might muddy the international doctrine. While there are benefits to constructing a jurisprudence that closely reflects and responds to national experiences, the risk is that hybrid institutions do not have sufficient autonomy from politics and that their jurisprudence and procedures will reflect the interests of particular factions. When a state's motives are mixed or its commitment is unsteady, a clean distinction between national and international jurisdiction may be preferable.
The Virtue of Direct International Involvement
The distinctive trait of quasi-criminal review is that it legally engages the international community in pursuing accountability for international crimes without direct involvement in prosecution. But sometimes the international community will prefer to get its hands dirty; at times, the international community will want to move more quickly, more forcefully, or with a higher profile than quasi-criminal review allows.
The pace of the rights bodies-in particular, the Inter-American System-is slow. 206 Of course, timely justice is not exactly a feature of the international criminal system either.
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Slowness is endemic, in part because all international justice systems rely on local state justice systems. And these, following periods of mass atrocities, are often structurally or politically compromised, or both. Even by these standards, however, the time between commission of the violation and compliance with the remedy is exceedingly long in the IAS. 208 A petitioner to the IAS must have already exhausted local judicial remedies. 209 The petitioner must then go through the Commission process, which, a recent study shows, takes from five to eleven years. 210 Once a complaint reaches the Court, another two years may pass before a ruling is issued. 211 And then, as argued above, a new litigation phase begins: the case now returns to the national system, and the Court begins to pressure the reluctant state toward prosecution. Procedures could be streamlined to improve processing times, 212 but quasi-criminal review is necessarily slow due to the circularity of its stages, which require a return to a reluctant state system. It is neither efficient nor compact. At times, too, the international community will want to act directly for symbolic reasons. Alain Pellet writes that when crimes that "deeply shock the conscience of humanity" are at stake, they are " 'of concern to the international community as a whole', . . . and it is then important that they not be 'confiscated' by any particular state, including the one in which the crime has been committed."
213 Direct involvement of international actors in prosecution of such crimes expresses a legal responsibility that transcends traditional sovereign bounds. International involvement can also symbolize a more particular type of concern. Many have described the ICTR as expressing the international community's remorse in the wake of its weak, belated response to the Rwandan genocide. " [T] he Arusha-based tribunal represents a symbolic justice that was supposed to formally mark the community of nations' refusal to allow the crime to go unpunished . . . ." 214 A national proceeding could not have the same communicative effect. It is true that in the quasi-criminal review scenario, the international community becomes involved. But such involvement is limited to pushing the state to fulfill its responsibility, rather than taking direct responsibility for conducting the prosecution. 215 Further, although states may criminalize the underlying acts, the crime under which they fall may fail to capture the acts' status as international crimes. For example, a forced disappearance or crime against humanity may be prosecuted as an ongoing kidnapping. 216 Thus, an important piece of the meaning of international criminal law may fail to be expressed.
Finally, international involvement triggers further international engagement. Whereas local proceedings create more local knowledge and resonance, international trials foster more international media coverage and awareness than local prosecutions that are supervised by regional rights courts or international criminal bodies. 217 Hands-on involvement by international actors in prosecution also contributes to the creation of an international criminal law civil service. Key to international legalization in this realm is the creation of "a professional class of [T] hese modern, state-employed mass murderers must be prosecuted because they violated the order of mankind, and not because they killed millions of people. Nothing is more pernicious to an understanding of these new crimes, or stands more in the way of the emergence of an international penal code that could take care of them, than the common illusion that the crime of murder and the crime of genocide are essentially the same . . . .). 217 While the trial of ex-president of Peru Alberto Fujimori generated much media coverage, most national trials that take place following an order to prosecute by the Inter-American Court do not rise to the level of international awareness. One explanation may be that they tend to be less high-level offenders than those that appear before the international and hybrid tribunals. But it is also the case that the involvement of the international community generates interest, as it reflects a more direct state investment. That the ICC has been using complementarity to push for trials in Colombia has arguably gone less noted than any of its direct investigations in Africa.
international civil servants who are going on to legitimate and extend these tools in other venues."
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Collaboration and Convergence
Having distinguished the jurisdictional types and contrasted their virtues, it is useful to examine their synchronicities. The types can be viewed not as competing alternatives but rather as complements that can be deployed in different types of situations, in sequence, or even within the same overall situation to address different crimes, actors, or levels of culpability. The question of what situation on the ground calls for which jurisdictional type cannot be answered in the abstract. The choice will vary both from situation to situation and on the details of the mechanism devised. Nonetheless, two threshold issues stand out. The first is whether the state is willing to prosecute; that is, do those in power want such prosecutions to take place, and do they see the prosecutions as a relatively high priority, regardless of whether the state has the capacity (and is thus "able") to carry them out. If the answer is no-for example, if the government resists-a hybrid institution is likely out of the question. The second threshold issue is whether the international community is willing to prosecute; that is, is there is a broad consensus (especially among the powerful states) that prosecutions should be undertaken and that the international community should be actively involved in pushing forward those prosecutions. For crimes committed by the Gaddafi regime in Libya, the international community may well be willing to take responsibility for the prosecution, pay the cost, and follow it through. But for a case that engenders less international concern, or in which a consensus is lacking, a court with direct criminal jurisdiction may not be available.
These two threshold considerations-local interest and international interest, as defined above-suggest a way of understanding which sorts of jurisdictional approaches should be used for what sorts of situations (see Table 3 ). Only certain cases-the ones that most pique the concern and interest of the international community-provoke direct international criminal jurisdiction. Where international and national interest is low, the quasi-criminal modality should be deployed. Where international interest is low but the state is willing to prosecute, either the quasi-criminal or hybrid modality should be engaged.
One might object to so simple and static a chart. While it takes both the international community and states to be single, unitary actors, neither is monolithic. The, politics between subactors, for example, can be salient: a national judiciary may be unwilling to prosecute even when the executive is pushing for prosecution. 219 Further, the chart presumes that levels of interest are stable, whereas both the national and international politics surrounding such cases is contested and changeable. A recalcitrant state may soften its stance in face of international pressure, or the international community may lose interest in a particular situation or prioritize another. But the idea is that the levels of state and international interest, taken together, provide a useful initial categorization, especially if we view the three different jurisdictional types not as alternatives but as complements. . 219 See Huneeus, supra note 39 (arguing that this sort of resistance occurs in the Inter-American setting).
The two considerations-the level of state interest and level of international community interest-are also relevant for deciding how to process different types of cases within any particular situation. The best practice may be to use them together in a single situation, either contemporaneously or with alternation over time, and with individual cases processed differently depending on their characteristics. For example, the international community usually has a greater interest in trying higher-ranking officers, whereas these cases present a challenge for states. The international tribunal could thus try the highest-ranking officers, with the rest left to the national system under a system of quasi-criminal review. Another possibility is to use the threat of direct jurisdiction as a means of stimulating national prosecutions already under quasi-criminal review, as is taking place in Colombia. 220 States themselves can play a role in coordinating the work of different jurisdictional types, as Guatemala did when it asked the International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala-a joint effort by the United Nations and Guatemala to improve prosecution practices in Guatemala-to prioritize the cases before it that are also before the Inter-American System.
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The above examples suggest that policymakers are already incorporating quasi-criminal review, as practiced by regional rights bodies, into the international struggle against impunity and are mixing jurisdictional types for more effective prosecution. In addition, as discussed below, there is also a need for collaboration between different mechanisms for accountability working under the same jurisdictional type.
A Note on the ICC and the Inter-American System
Scholars have noted the parallels between the ICC and Inter-American System. They have noted, for example, that the ICC has much to learn from the experience of the IAS with mass, state-sponsored crimes. The Inter-American Court's creative reparations regime provided a model for the restorative responses to atrocities that the ICC has incorporated into its own practice, particularly in the Victim's Fund. 222 Others have noted that the Inter-American 220 As the focus of this article is on quasi-criminal review, collaboration between direct jurisdiction and hybrid jurisdiction is not explored. Note, however, that the work of the ICTY and the Bosnia tribunal may be an example of such collaboration. See Burke-White, supra note 168. 221 See Blake v. Guatemala, Monitoring Compliance with Judgment (Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. Nov. 27, 2007), at http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/supervisiones/blake_27_11_07_ing.pdf. The International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala is unique within the UN system. See Hudson & Taylor, supra note 181. While its aim is to support Guatemalan institutions in dismantling illegal domestic security apparatus and clandestine security organizations, it has, within its mandate, the power to investigate any person, official, or private entity, to present charges to the public prosecutor, and to join criminal proceedings as a private prosecutor. Its head and many of its staff are not Guatemalan but are international actors brought in by the United Nations. It represents, then, a new kind of hybrid jurisdiction. Id. at 54 (categorizing the International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala as a "hybrid" mechanism like the hybrid criminal tribunals). 222 See, e.g., Mégret, supra note 128; Antkowiak, supra note 131. Yet others argue that the ICC should (and does) look to the IAS in matters such as access and victim participation. See Héctor Olásolo & Pablo Galain, La Influencia Regional legitimacy. The first advantage is regionalism itself. There are no regional criminal law institutions: "To date, a core level of this system-the regional level-remains unexplored and underdeveloped." 227 But it is an option that has its virtues, as is suggested by a recent proposal that the African Human Rights Court be endowed with criminal jurisdiction. 228 Compared to their international counterparts, regional institutions enjoy two important attributes. First, they have a deeper knowledge of local norms and situations because regions tend to share political problems and types of human rights abuses. It is as a response to state practice across the region, for example, that the Inter-American System has developed in such detail the doctrines of forced disappearance and self-amnesty. Second, they have greater local legitimacy.
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By cooperating and collaborating with the IAS toward prosecution of specific cases in Colombia and Honduras, the ICC could avail itself of the advantages of regionalism, including the capacity to draw upon IAS's knowledge of local laws and legal systems.
More broadly, working with the IAS would enable the ICC to reasonably counter two strong criticisms: first, since it has focused its efforts on African states, the ICC is often characterized as picking on Africa, and second, it is often perceived (especially by African countries) as an instrument of Western imperialism. 230 An ongoing connection with the IAS in relation to the prosecution of crimes in Latin American would undercut the charges that Africa had been singled for criminal prosecutions and that it was singled out specifically by Western powers. By the same token, the ICC's connection with the IAS may preempt potential perceptions by Latin Americans that they, like Africa, were being singled out and picked on by stronger nations.
Finally, collaboration across systems could serve to offset certain political dynamics. One of the criticisms of the international criminal tribunals is that they are susceptible to manipulation by the more powerful members of the international community. This weakness is shared by the rights bodies, which are, of course, also susceptible to geopolitics. The United States and China alike have avoided submitting to human rights quasi-criminal review, just as they have avoided ICC jurisdiction. At any given time, however, the politics at the regional level will likely be different from politics at the international level. Hugo Chavez carries less weight at the international than at the Inter-American level, and China arguably carries less weight at the Inter-American than the international level.
Restorative justice.The second advantage of ICC collaboration with the IAS is that the InterAmerican Court has developed a rich jurisprudence in remedies aimed at restorative justice. As 227 Burke-White, supra note 181, at 730. 228 For a discussion of the African Union's steps in this direction, see Analysis: How Close Is an African Criminal Court? IRINNEWS ( June 13, 2012), http://www.irinnews.org/Report/95633/Analysis-How-close-is-an-Africancriminal-court. 229 See HELEN M. STACY, HUMAN RIGHTS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY: SOVEREIGNTY, CIVIL SOCIETY, CUL-TURE 141-69 (2009). This greater local legitimacy should not be taken to imply, however, that regional rights systems are uncontroversial. As this article was being written, the Inter-American Commission and arguably the IAS itself came under attack from a broad spectrum of Latin American states. See Jim Wyss, OAS Rights Body Slammed at Annual Meeting, MIAMI HERALD, June 5, 2012, at http://www.miamiherald.com/2012/06/05/2834901/oasrights-body-slammed-at-annual.html#storylinkϭmisearch. Moreover, one of the main criticisms of the OAS is that the United States controls the system even as it does not abide by Commission rulings or submit to the Court's jurisdiction. The proper point to make, then, might be a narrower one: the status of regional institutions as more local can be a source of legitimacy. Thus, Hugo Chavez has proposed creating a rights system within UNASAR (Unión de Naciones Suramericanas) or ALBA (Alternativa Bolivariana para las Américas), which do not include the United States and are thus more "local." Id.
230 An African regional court would be harder to characterize in that way.
noted in above, the Inter-American Court and Commission are unique in the broad array of victim-focused and reconciliation-focused remedies that they order states to undertake in the wake of atrocities. Some scholars have argued that the ICC, in proactive complementarity mode, could monitor not only judicial responses, but other kinds of state undertakings in the wake of mass atrocities-such as holding truth commissions 231 -and that it could issue orders to the state to erect memorials and to undertake other public acts. 232 Indeed, Frederic Mégret argues that for the ICC, such restorative reparations are a matter is "no longer simply one of policy, but one increasingly tainted with [legal] obligation." 233 Should the ICC choose to stretch its mandate in this direction, the Inter-American Court's practice provides not only a model, as he suggests, but an actual partner. 234 The ICC could make compliance with IAS restorative remedial orders a factor in its own appraisal of a state's response.
Exit strategy. Finally, the IAS's long-term involvement with the states of the region provides the ICC an exit strategy. Were the ICC ever to open a case in Colombia, it would likely prosecute only the highest-level actors. The IAS could monitor the state, pressure it to take on the remainder of cases, and continue its involvement even after the ICC closed its case, making it easier for the ICC to exit. It is already common in collaborative criminal proceedings for the actor's level of responsibility to determine which jurisdiction takes the case. Just as the Nuremberg tribunal tried only the "major" war criminals, so the ad hoc tribunals, the ICC, and the hybrid tribunals try only the highest-level actors, leaving the rest to national justice systems. The suggestion here, however, is that these lower-level cases not be left to the national justice system alone: supervision by an international body could make an important difference to their success. 235 The IAS also stands to gain from such collaboration. Its orders and supervision would, at times, be backed by the threat of direct prosecution by the ICC. Further, such a partnership would boost its image. The international community's backing may bolster the IAS's standing, particular in its efforts against impunity for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.
III. CONCLUSION
This article has highlighted an alternative form of international judicial intervention toward prosecution of mass atrocities-namely, the quasi-criminal jurisdiction of the human rights bodies. This form of jurisdiction's two most salient features, when compared to the existing forms of international criminal jurisdiction, are that it is cheap and that the prosecutions it fosters are closer to home. In this sense, this article's role is descriptive. It calls our attention to an emerging phenomenon and gives it a name. But the article also has a normative argument: quasi-criminal review is a form that should be considered as an alternative and complement to the existing mechanisms for accountability.
The research presented here is a first step. Much empirical study remains to be done on the rights bodies' work in this realm. Further research and analysis should reveal which situations on the ground are more likely to respond to quasi-criminal review and which forms of quasicriminal review are more effective. Further research should also help determine how the different types of jurisdiction can be used together. In particular, more consideration needs to be given to quasi-criminal review in deciding how the ICC should work with the regional rights systems, and how the African Union's judicial organs should work to foster prosecution of gross human rights violations.
236 236 The Inter-American experience with quasi-criminal review may also be relevant to courts in subregional legal orders, such as the Economic Community of West African States' Community Court of Justice, which has jurisdiction over human rights.
